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SECOND QUARTER
•

Net sales for the second quarter amounted to
kSEK 1,436 (215).

•

Result after taxes amounted to kSEK -17,607
(-9,298).

•

Earnings per share was SEK -0.92 (-0.49).

•

The cash flow from operating activities after
changes in working capital was kSEK -14,185
(-8,111).

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE SECOND
QUARTER
•

In April, object detection software for autonomous
robots was released on the Acconeer website.

•

In April, Acconeer received two additional orders
from BEYD, worth USD 27,498 and USD 25,800
respectively.

•

Acconeer AB held its Annual General Meeting on
9 April 2019. Bengt Adolfsson was elected as new
Chairman of the Board.

•

In May, Acconeer received order from Digi-Key,
worth USD 15.000 and order from Restar, worth USD
12.900 USD.

SIX MONTHS PERIOD
•

Net sales for the six months period amounted to
kSEK 1,986 (298).

•

•

Result after taxes amounted to kSEK -33,598
(-16,726).

In June, a distribution agreement was signed with
Taiwanese Chip Power Technology Corp.

•

•

Earnings per share was SEK -1.76 (-0.88).

In June, Acconeer received order from BEYD, worth
USD 12.900.

•

The cash flow from operating activities after
changes in working capital was kSEK -28,611
(-24,835).

•

At the end of June, distribution agreements were
signed with Glyn Limited and CODICO GmbH.

•

Cash and cash equivalents including short term
deposits at the balance date amounted to kSEK
110.460 (161.092).

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER THE END OF THE
PERIOD
•

In July, two orders from Digi-Key were received,
worth USD 30,283 and USD 33,000.

•

During July, a distribution agreement was signed with
Japanese Restar Electronics Corporation.

COMMENTS FROM
OUR CEO
During the second quarter,
we doubled the number of
distributors we work with and we
now cover all major technology
markets globally
A major focus during the second quarter of 2019 has
been on expanding our network of distributors, which
almost doubled. We signed an agreement with Glyn
Ltd. for Australia and New Zealand, Codico GmbH for
Europe, Chip Power Technology Corp. in Taiwan and
after the quarter also Japanese Restar K.K. Now we
have finalized building a distributor network that covers
all the important technology markets in the world. This
year we will probably not add more instead our full
focus will be on doing the partners we have even more
productive.
Sales continue to be well over two evaluation kits
per day, we sold 249 kits in the second quarter, and
we believe that with more distributors in more markets,
we can increase this rate to more than three per day
already this year. This is important work because the
sale of evaluation kits is an important parameter to
gauge at an early stage how great interest there is in
the market for a product.
Our sensor has been available for mass production
almost 15 months now. Within semiconductors, the
time between product launch and customer launches is
usually considered to be between 12 and 24 months.
During the second quarter, we have seen a couple
of customer launches in the focus areas parking
sensors and level measurement in tanks. Sales to
these customers are reflected in our sales to Digi-Key.
The sale of our sensor has really taken off during the
quarter, which is positive. During the second quarter,
we sold more than 20,000 sensors, the corresponding
figure for the first quarter was about 2,000. The use of
these sensors is either in smaller customer launches
or in larger prototype series. We expect to see
further launches during the second half of 2019. The
revenue trend during the quarter was in line with our
expectations.
We have now established a level of costs that
we believe to be suitable over the long term. We
will maintain this until we see significant revenue
increases.
During the first quarter, our A1 sensor became both
EN certified for Europe and FCC certified for the US,
and during the second quarter, the sensor was certified
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in Japan and a Korean customer certified its product
based on A1 in Korea. There is still a lot to do in the
certification area and we will keep our customers
updated on our progress in the documentation.
As announced in February, during the second
quarter, we launched dielectric lenses that focus
the radar signal and extend the range. During the
third quarter, we plan to launch the world's first radar
module, which can be operated for several years on
only one coin cell battery. The reason why we through
the IoT module XM122 can be the first coin cell battery
operated radar depends on the unique low power
consumption the A1 sensor has. Many customers
have already shown great interest in this module.
A new initiative for the quarter is that we have
updated our Investor Relation website to be bilingual,
Swedish and English. The reason for this is that
several international customers, as well as existing
and potential shareholders, want to be able to follow
Acconeer's development.
I continue to sense an immense interest in our
product, and we are still receiving feedback that what
we do is unique. The prime target for Acconeer is
to take every opportunity to grow quickly - but in a
controlled manner - in order to establish a leading
position in our segment: ultra-low power radar for
mobile devices.

Lund July 26th 2019

Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer AB (publ)
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SECOND QUARTER NET SALES AND RESULT
Net sales for the second quarter amounted to kSEK
1.436 (215). Compared to the previous quarter, the net
sales have increased by 161%. Net sales relates to
sales to customers via Digi-Key, BEYD, and other new
distributors. Compared to the preceding quarter, sales
are up with kSEK 886.
Compared to the second quarter last year,
operating costs has increased by 49 percent, to kSEK
19,157 (12,827). The increase primarily relates to
amortization of intangible assets inititated during the
fourth quarter of 2018 and increased other external
charges according to plan.
Capitalized development costs, patents and

equipment were depriciated to the amount of kSEK 2,879
(521) during the second quarter.
Operating results for the second quarter amounted to
kSEK -17,607 (-9,312) and result after taxes amounted
to kSEK -17,607 (-9,298). The lower result in comparison
with the preceding year was mainly driven by the
kSEK 2,356 increase in depreciation costs, the lack
of capitalized work performed for own account which
amounted to kSEK 3,300 and cost increases according
to plan.
The number of full-time equivalent employees
averaged 30 (24) during the period, 2 of whom where
women (2).

INVESTMENTS, LIQUIDITY AND
FINANCIAL POSITION
On 30 June 2019, the cumulative book value of
balanced costs for development work amounted to
kSEK 39,018 (42,588). This refers to development
work related to the A1 product. No capitalization has
occurred during the first six months period since
product commercialization is now underway.
The corresponding patent portfolio value amounted
to kSEK 1,583 (1,202), most of which is due to
investments in patents and patent applications related
to the A1 product. Acconeer holds seven patent
families, including 13 granted patents and 14 patent
applications. The patent portfolio covers a range of
geographies, including the USA, Europe, Japan and
China.
Investments in fixed tangible assets has been
financed from the company's own resources, and
amounted to kSEK 194 (76).
Older incentive programs have been partly used in
June 2019. Overall, options have been converted to
159,000 shares and kSEK 2,346 have been paid for
these.
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The subsidiary Acconeer Incentive AB has received
one unconditional owner's contribution of TSEK 1,350
to handle new warrant program for employees. In June
300,000 warrants have been subscribed and TSEK
705 have been paid for these.
In facts that the Group is small and not covered
by requirements for consolidated accounts no Group
Accounts has been prepared.
The cash flow from operating activities during the
first quarter amounted to kSEK -28,584 (15,684).
After changes in working capital, cash flow for the
period amounted to kSEK -28,611 (-24,835).
At the balance sheet date, cash and cash
equivalents including short-term deposits amounted to
kSEK 110,460 (161,092).
Total equity amounted to kSEK 154,685 (206,511).
Equity ratio was 94 (96) percent.
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SIX MONTHS PERIOD IN SUMMARY
Net sales for the six months period amounted to kSEK
1,986 (298). Net sales relate to sales to customers via
Digi-Key, BEYD, and other new distributors.
Operating costs for the six months period has
increased by 51 percent, to kSEK 35,734 (23,677).
The increase is mainly related to amortization of
intangible assets which began in the fourth quarter of
2018 and increased other external costs according to
plan.
Depreciation of capitalized development costs,

patents and inventories were made during the first half
of the year with 5,753 (1,041) TSEK.
Operating results for the six months period
amounted to kSEK -33,621 (-16,727) and result
after taxes amounted to kSEK -33,598 (-16,726).
The lower result in comparison with the preceding
year was mainly driven by the kSEK 4,711 increase
in depreciation costs, the lack of capitalized work
performed for own account which amounted to kSEK
6,600 and cost increases according to plan.

SIGNIFICANT EVENTS DURING THE FIRST SIX MONTHS PERIOD
JANUARY - MARCH
In January, Acconeer received a USD 22,450 order
from BEYD, which included Acconeer's A1 sensor and
the XC112 and XR112 evaluation kits. Acconeer has
cooperated with BEYD on the Chinese market since
July 2018.
In early February, the company announced
a planned launch of dielectric lenses during the
second quarter of 2019. Acconeer has for some time
evaluated dielectric lenses as a complement to its
radar sensor. The purpose is to focus the radar signal
and increase range. As a result of this work, Acconeer
planned to introduce two kinds of lenses for Digi-Key
distribution during the second quarter of 2019.
In December 2018, Acconeer launched its first
module for Digi-Key distribution - the XM112. It was
very well received and the company is planning to
launch an IoT module during the third quarter of 2019.
This was announced in February.
During the first quarter 2019, Acconeer sold 224
evaluation kits.
APRIL- JUNE
In April, the company announced object detection
software for autonomous robots was released on
the Acconeer website. In order to create simpler and
faster development processes for customers publish
Acooneers current downloadable detectors with
accompanying demonstration videos. Customers
can thereby, without delay, downloading the detector
directly from Acconeer's website and initiate sensor
tests. The detector delivers data that enables it
customers to further develop the functionality at the
application level and put their mark on the product.
In April, Acconeer received two additional orders
from BEYD, worth USD 27,498 and USD 25,800
respectively. The new orders from BEYD includes
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two of Acconeer's products, the sensor A1 and the
coupling board XB112.
In May, orders from Digi-Key received USD 15,000
and orders from Restar worth USD 12,900.
In June, distribution agreements were signed with
Taiwanese Chip Power Technology Corp., a leading
company distributor in Taiwan. Initially, the agreement
refers to the sensor A1, modules and evaluation kit
and cover it Taiwanese market.
In June, additional orders were received from BEYD
worth USD 12,900.
At the end of June, distribution agreements have
been signed with New Zealand Glyn Ltd, a leading
distributor in New Zeeland and Australia. Initially, the
agreement refers to the radar sensor A1, modules and
evaluation kits and covers both the New Zealand and
Australian markets.
A Pan-European distribution agreement has
also been signed at the end of June, with CODICO
GmbH. CODICO is a leading European distributor
with headquarters in Vienna, Austria. Initially, the
agreement refers to the radar sensor A1, modules and
evaluation kits and covers in addition the European
market also the Middle East and Africa.
During the second quarter 2019, Acconeer sold 249
evaluation kits.
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SIGNIFICANT EVENTS AFTER THE END OF THE PERIOD
In July, two orders from Digi-Key were received, worth
USD 30,283 and USD 33,000.
During July, a distribution agreement was signed
with Japanese Restar Electronics Corporation,
a Japanese distributor with a particularly strong

position among companies operating in the consumer
electronics segment. Initially, the agreement concerns
the radar sensor A1 and evaluation kit and covers the
Japanese market.

ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING
Acconeer AB held its Annual General Meeting in Lund
on Tuesday, 9 April 2019.
The General Meeting decided to re-elect Board
members Bengt Adolfsson, Lars-Erik Wernersson,
Git Sturesjö Adolfsson and Thomas Rex, and to
elect Johan Paulsson as new Board member. Bengt
Adolfsson was elected as Chairman of the Board. Bo
Ekelund and Magnus Wide declined re-election.
The General Meeting resolved to approve the
proposal that a total director’s fee of 12 times the
price base amount shall be paid, with four (4) times
the price base amount going to the Chairman and
two (2) times the price base amount going to each of
the other Board members elected by the AGM and
not employed by the company, and that remuneration
to the auditor shall be paid according to approved
invoice.
The Meeting resolved in accordance with the
Board's proposal to establish an incentive scheme
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("Warrant programme 2019/2022") with (A) an issue
of Series 2019/2022 warrants with deviation from the
share holders' preferential rights to Acconeer Incentive
AB, and (B) approval of transfer of warrants to the
employees. The programme means that no more
than 600,000 warrants shall be issued to Acconeer's
wholly-owned subsidiary Acconeer Incentive AB, in
order to subsequently be transferred to the company's
employees. Transfer will take place in part on 1 May
2019 and in part on 1 November 2019, according to
the market value at the time of transfer, and allotment
shall be executed according to the principles set out in
the Board's proposal. The maximum dilution from the
programme is 2,96 percent.
The Meeting resolved to elect the audit firm
Öhrlings PricewaterhouseCoopers AB as the
company's auditor, with chartered accountant Ola
Bjärehäll as responsible auditor.
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ACCOUNTING AND VALUATION POLICIES
This interim financial report is prepared in accordance
with the Swedish Annual Accounts Act as well as the
Swedish Accounting Standards Board BFNAR 2012:1
annual report and consolidated (K3).
More information about the company's accounting
policies can be found in the 2018 annual report, on
pages 26-28. The accounting policies are the same.
Regarding accounting principles for revenue,

revenue is recognized when it can be reliably
calculated and when the financial benefits arising from
it likely will be available to the company.
Amounts expressed in kSEK and MSEK in
this interim report refer to thousands and millions
of Swedish kronor, respectively. Numbers within
parentheses refer to values from the corresponding
period in the preceding year.

KEY RISKS AND
UNCERTAINTY FACTORS

UPCOMING FINANCIAL
INFORMATION

A description of Acconeer's key risks and uncertainty
factors can be found in the 2018 annual report, on
page 20, and in the 2017 listing prospectus, on pages
8-9. No significant changes have taken place since
then

Interim Report Jan-Sep 2019............. 25 October 2019
Year End report 2019 ....................... 20 Febuary 2020

SHARE PERFORMANCE

AUDITORS' REVIEW

The IPO lockup that covered approximately 70 percent
of Acconeer's shares expired in December 2018.
The rising supply of shares had a downward effect
on the share price for the rest of the year. Since the
beginning of the year, the share has bounced back
somewhat but still trades below the IPO price of SEK
25.
At the beginning of 2018, the number of shares
in Acconeer amounted to 19,079,500 shares. At the
Annual General Meeting on May 21, 2015, a decision
was made about an incentive program that was partly
used during June 2019. Overall, options have been
converted to 159,000 shares. At the end of June 2019,
the total number of shares amounted to 19,238,500
shares.

This report has not been reviewed by the company’s
auditors.

Lund, 26 July 2019.
The Board

FOR ADDITIONAL INFORMATION,
PLEASE CONTACT:
Lars Lindell, CEO Acconeer
Tel: +4610 - 218 92 00
Mail: ir@acconeer.com
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INCOME STATEMENT

KSEK
Net sales
Work performed for own account
Other operating income

2019
APR-JUN

2018
APR-JUN

2019
JAN-JUN

2018
JAN-JUN

2018
YEAR

1,436

215

1,986

289

953

0

3,300

0

6,600

9,915

114

1

127

53

66

1,550

3,516

2,113

6,951

10,934

Operating costs
Raw materials and consumables

-1,264

-363

-1,264

-363

-874

Other external charges

-6,269

-5,478

-12,348

-9,898

-20,962

Personnel costs

-8,528

-6,450

-16,141

-12,337

-23,467

Depreciation of fixed tangible and
intangible assets

-2,879

-521

-5,753

-1,041

-4,498

Other operating costs

-217

-14

-228

-38

-177

-19,157

-12,827

-35,734

-23,677

-49,978

-17,607

-9,312

-33,621

-16,727

-39,044

Other interest income and similar items

0

16

23

16

24

Interest costs and similar items

0

-2

0

-15

-59

Total result from financial items

0

14

23

1

-35

Result after financial items

-17,607

-9,298

-33,598

-16,726

-39,079

Profit or loss before tax

-17,607

-9,298

-33,598

-16,726

-39,079

Net profit or loss for the year

-17,607

-9,298

-33,598

-16,726

-39,079

Basic earnings per share, SEK

-0.92

-0.49

-1.76

-0.88

-2.05

Operating result
Result from financial items

Diluted earnings per share, SEK
Average number of shares during the period

-0.92

-0.49

-1.76

-0.88

-2.05

19,100,467

19,029,500

19,090,041

19,029,500

19,036,167
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BALANCE SHEET
KSEK

2019-06-30

2018-06-30

2018-12-31

39,018

42,588

43,607

ASSETS
Fixed assets
Intangible fixed assets
Balanced costs for development and similar work
Patents
Total intangible fixed assets

1,583

1,202

1,558

40,601

43,790

45,165

4,863

6,805

5,865

174

0

168

5,037

6,805

6,033

Tangible fixed assets
Machinery and other technical equipment
Inventory, tools and installations
Total tangible fixed assets
Financial fixed assets
Participations in Group companies

2,192

842

842

47,830

51,437

52,040

Work in progress

2,298

1,232

2,980

Stocks of finished goods

1,757

0

995

Total inventories

4,055

1,232

3,975

Accounts receivable

461

487

553

Current tax assets

619

0

54

Other receivables

563

403

1,021

Total fixed assets
Current assets
Inventories, etc.

Short-term receivables

Prepayments and accrued income

1,429

538

641

Total short-term receivables

3,072

1,428

2,269

0

60,000

0

110,460

101,092

136,214

Total current assets

117,587

163,752

142,458

Total assets

165,417

215,189

194,498

Short-term deposits
Short-term deposits
Cash and bank balances
Cash and bank balances
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KSEK

2019-06-30

2018-06-30

2018-12-31

962

951

954

27,728

29,306

30,990

28,690

30,258

31,944

Share premium reserve

270,832

266,717

267,789

Retained profit or loss

-111,239

-73,738

-75,422

EQUITY AND LIABILITIES
Total equity
Restricted equity
Share capital (19 238 500 shares)
Fund for development costs

Non-restricted equity

Net profit or loss for the year

-33,598

-16,726

-39,079

Total non-restricted equity

125,995

176,253

153,288

Total equity

154,685

206,511

185,232

1,128

792

518

Long-term liabilities
Liability to group companies
Other liabilities (note 1)
Total long-term liabilities

0

2,134

0

1,128

2,926

518

3,759

1,505

1,964

0

47

0

Short-term liabilities
Accounts payable
Tax liabilities
Other liabilities (note 1)

843

337

992

Accruals and deferred income

5,002

3,863

5,792

Total short-term liabilities

9,604

5,752

8,748

Total equity and liabilities

165,417

215,189

194,498

Note 1: Liability due to the CEO's share appreciation rights, settled in February 2019. As of 2018-12-31, the item is included in
other short-term liabilities and is valued at kSEK 424. Was included in long-term liabilities in 2018-06-30. For additional information,
please refer to the 2018 annual report, page 27.
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CHANGES IN EQUITY

KSEK
Total equity
2018-12-31
Exercise of warrants/ new shares

SHARE
CAPITAL

ONGOING
NEW ISSUE

FUND FOR
DEVELOPMENT
COSTS

SHARE
PREMIUM
RESERVE

RETAINED
EARNINGS

TOTAL
EQUITY

954

0

30,990

267,789

-114,501

185,232

8

3,043

Dissolution of depreciation of
development costs

-3,262

3,262

0

-33,598

-33,598

270,832

-144,837

154,685

SHARE
PREMIUM
RESERVE

RETAINED
EARNINGS

TOTAL
EQUITY

Net profit/loss for the period
Total equity
2019-06-30

KSEK

962

SHARE
CAPITAL

0

ONGOING
NEW SHARE
ISSUE

Total equity
2017-12-31

591

360

New share issue

360

-360

Fund for development costs

27,728

FUND FOR
DEVELOPMENT
COSTS
22,706

266,717

-67,138

223,236
0

6,600

Net profit/loss for the period
Total equity
2018-06-30

3,051

-6 600

0

-16 726

-16 726

951

0

29,306

266,717

-90,464

206,511

SHARE
CAPITAL

ONGOING
NEW ISSUE

FUND FOR
DEVELOPMENT
COSTS

SHARE
PREMIUM
RESERVE

RETAINED
EARNINGS

TOTAL
EQUITY

Total equity
2017-12-31

591

360

22,706

266,717

-67,138

223,236

New share issue

360

-360

KSEK

Exercise of warrants/ new shares

0

3

1,072

Activation of development
expenditure

9,915

Dissolution due to year´s
depreciation

-1,631

-9,915

Net profit/loss for the period
Total equity
2018-12-31

962

0

27,728

1,075

270,832

0

1,631

0

-39,079

-39,079

-144,837

154,685
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CASH FLOW STATEMENT
2019
APR-JUN

2018
APR -JUN

2019
JAN-JUN

2018
JAN-JUN

2018
YEAR

Cash flow from operating activities

-15,467

-8,776

-28,584

-15,684

-36,288

Cash flow from operating activities after change in
working capital

-14,185

-8,111

-28,611

-24,835

-45,935

-130

-4,009

-194

-67,309

-12,161

Cash flow from financing activities

3,051

0

3,051

177,000

178,075

CASH FLOW FOR THE PERIOD

-11,264

-12,120

-25,754

84,856

119,978

Cash and cash equivalents at the beginning of the
period

121,724

113,211

136,214

16,236

16,236

Cash and cash equivalents at the end of the period

110,460

101,092

110,460

101,092

136,214

KSEK

Cash flow from investing activities *)

*)

kSEK 60,000 worth of surplus cash, invested in interest funds, was realized in December 2018.
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KEY INDICATORS
KSEK UNLESS OTHERWISE SPECIFIED
Net sales

2019
APR-JUN

2018
APR-JUN

2019
JAN-JUN

2018
JAN-JUN

2018
YEAR

1,436

215

1,986

298

953

Operating result

-17,607

-9,312

-33,621

-16,727

-39,044

Net profit or loss for the period

-17,607

-9,298

-33,598

-16,726

-39,079

Cash flow, operating activities

-15,467

-8,776

-28,584

-15,684

-36,197

Cash and cash equivalents, short-term
deposits

110,460

161,092

110,460

161,092

136,214

Total equity

154,685

206,511

154,685

206,511

185,232

Balance sheet total

165,417

215,189

165,417

215,189

194,498

Basic earnings per share, SEK*

-0.92

-0.49

-1.76

-0.88

-2.05

Diluted earnings per share, SEK*

-0.92

-0.49

-1.76

-0.88

-2.05

-0.81

-0.46

-1.76

-0.82

-1.90

Number of shares

Cash flow per share, SEK*

19,238,500

19,029,500

19,238,500

19,029,500

19,079,500

Average number of shares during the
period

19,100,467

19,029,500

19,090,041

19,029,500

19,036,167

Equity/Ratio, %*
Equity per share, SEK*
Average number of full-time equivalent
employees

94

96

94

96

95

8.04

10.85

8.04

10.85

9.71

30

24

30

24

25

*DEFINITIONS OF INDICATORS
Earnings per share = Net income after taxes divided by the average number of shares during the period.
Cash flow per share = Cash flow from operating activities during the period, divided by the average number of shares during the
period.
Solidity = Total equity on the balance sheet date, divided by the balance sheet total on the balance sheet date.
Equity per share = Equity on the balance sheet date divided by the number of shares on the balance sheet date.
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ACCONEER IN BRIEF
Based on research from Lund University, Acconeer has created a radar sensor that combines the best of existing
radar technologies and creates new opportunities for human interaction with technology. The radar sensor is able
to combine the low power consumption of a pulsed system with the high accuracy of a coherent radar in a 5x5 mm
component. The Acconeer radar is the first one with the proper size, power consumption and price for consumer
electronics use. A radar sensor with these characteristics creates endless possibilities:
Millimeter-precision distance
measurement enables applications such
as fuel level measurements and robust
parking sensors.

Object positioning allows, for example,
presence detection and precise control of
robots and tools.

By tracking movement, the sensor can
provide the means for gesture control,
vibration metering, and breathing or
pulse rate monitoring.

Robot vacuum cleaners and lawn movers
can make use of the material classification
properties to determine the current surface
type.

A LARGE AND GROWING MARKET
Based on key industry trends, Acconeer's market, 3D sensing, is expected to keep growing rapidly. The prevalent
technologies today involve ultrasound, IR or cameras. Instead of having to build a new market, Acconeer can replace
these existing solutions, which all have weaknesses. The most interesting domains are:

ROBOTS AND
DRONES

WEARABLES
(mobile phones,
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INTERNET OF
THINGS
(IoT)

POWER TOOLS &
INDUSTRIAL

HEALTHCARE &
FITNESS

AUTOMOTIVE

New applications that require more sophisticated sensors for gesture control, 3D imaging and material recognition are
being intensively developed in all of these areas. The potential impact of technology on our everyday life just a few
years from now seems boundless.
PROMISING AND ATTRACTIVE GROWTH AND RETURNS
Acconeer's first product has now entered mass production. Our present focus is to increase sales. The use of
Acconeer sensors in large-volume consumer products will generate a profitable business operation.
THE HEADQUARTERS IN LUND, AND THE EXPERIENCED MANAGING BODY
Acconeer has a competent and experienced managing body and board. The company is directed by CEO Lars Lindell,
with a mobile industry background encompasssing startups as well as large international companies. Co-founders Mats
Ärlelid and Mikael Egard are responsible for developing the new radar technology, and are co-inventors of several of the
patents.
LISTED ON FIRST NORTH
The Acconeeer share is listed on First North, Stockholm, since 11 December 2017.
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